Supporting Paris-Saclay Cluster’s 19 institutions

SATT Paris-Saclay is rooted at the heart of Paris-Saclay Cluster’s scientific and technological excellence. It relies on the international reputation of research outcomes, ensuring territory’s economic attractivity.

A fast-growing scientific force

300 laboratories
350 patents per year
11,000 researchers

5500 PhD students
20% of the national scientific research

An attractive and fertile territory

+500 startups settled in Paris-Saclay Cluster
+100 startups created every year
35 innovation sites including 9 incubators

Contact us!
+33 (0)1 84 00 00 27
communication@satt-paris-saclay.fr
www.satt-paris-saclay.fr

National research organizations

Innovating with confidence

Working together to bring out Paris-Saclay’s wealth

RESEARCHERS

COMPANIES

They support us

Startups settled in Paris-Saclay Cluster
From innovating concepts to practical applications, SATT Paris-Saclay* invests in disrupting technologies coming out of its territory's research labs to accelerate their level of technological maturity and secure their entry into the markets. As a TTO for Université Paris-Saclay and Institut Polytechnique de Paris, SATT generates business competitiveness and creates a strong dynamic around deeptech innovations, boosting competitiveness.

SATT is recognized as an efficient stakeholder of technology transfer. It leverages on a high project selectivity, its significant financial and human investment in each project and the successful early stage identification of business partners.

SATT Paris-Saclay's hallmark is to create deeptech startups as a market transfer strategy. Both agile and dynamic, they rely on intellectual property and expertise's solid basis, and contribute to economic growth.

In short

- Licensing - Exploitation of intellectual property rights
- Revenue sharing: from 30% to 70% of the royalties
- Payment of royalties / equity sharing for startups only

For the licensor – a virtuous mechanism that consists in sharing income generated through exploitation of research results.

For the licensee – acquiring a protected and derisked technology in keeping with the expected technical and functional performances.

Shareholders: Bpifrance, Université Paris-Saclay, CNRS, Institut Polytechnique de Paris, Inserm
Quality certification: ISO 9001: 2015
Headcount: 80
Investment capacity: € 80 M
Innovative projects: € 60 M
Portfolio: 70 projects

Technology transfer

SATT is recognized as an efficient stakeholder of technology transfer. It leverages on a high project selectivity, its significant financial and human investment in each project and the successful early stage identification of business partners.

Supporting researchers

SATT’s experts support researchers before project funding to define the most appropriate industrial transfer strategy.

Most demanded services include market opportunity study or IP portfolio analysis.

Applications

- Licensing - Exploitation of intellectual property rights
- Revenue sharing: from 30% to 70% of the royalties
- Payment of royalties / equity sharing for startups only

Economic model

- Licensing - Exploitation of intellectual property rights
- Revenue sharing: from 30% to 70% of the royalties
- Payment of royalties / equity sharing for startups only

For the licensor – a virtuous mechanism that consists in sharing income generated through exploitation of research results.

For the licensee – acquiring a protected and derisked technology in keeping with the expected technical and functional performances.

The A-sense
#SmartAudio

TheraPanacea
#AI #Cancer #Precision

TrustMe
#Space #Propulsion

VitaDX
#AI #Imaging #Diagnostics

Watiz
#VisualResearch #AI

125 jobs created

19 startups*

60% of projects result in the creation of a startup

2 M€ funds raised as seed capital

French Tech Seed
Paris-Saclay

SATT Paris-Saclay leads this consortium aiming at financing large-scale pre-seed funding of technological startups after SATT’s investment, especially deeptech startups under three years old.